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Technique - Arpeggios (LH), Legato playing and Counterpoint

Like No.3, this work is very subtle in what it sets out to teach any pianist. On a
technical  level, it is an exercise in legato playing of arpeggios with the left hand, with
the melody remaining wholly within the right  hand. However, what is not so
immediately apparent  is that  there is a secondary  melody embedded within the left
hand arpeggios and thus this étude is as much an exercise of the pianist’s ear  in
being able to bring out this secondary  melodic line when necessary. This étude is
also another  of Chopin’s tributes to Italian opera, most clearly in the central  section.
The opening section (bars 1-16) is straightforward – four  4-bar  phrases in pairs, the
latter  pair  providing an answer to the first pair. The left-hand arpeggios must be
played legatissimo and sotto voce, the right-hand melodic line must also be legato
but with a slight stress on each note. The sustaining pedal  must also be used – twice
per bar  almost without  exception – but  will require a very delicate action so as not
to smudge the left hand.

The central  section (bars 17-36) is a development  of  the opening  theme and  the
modulations from F minor  come in rapid  succession (bars 17-28) accompanied by
quickly changing dynamics (from forte to piano and back  again) followed by quick
accelerando and  stretto (bars 23-28). Bars 29-36 are almost  pure opera – operatic
sobs played forte followed by an echo played pianissimo. You can ease up the tempo
slightly  for  these eight  bars,  but  not  too much  as the final  echo doubles as the
transi tion  back  to the main theme and  final  section (bar  37 onwards).  The pedal
points remain more or  less constant, except for bars 27-28 – the ff climax before the
operatic sobs – where no pedal  should be used.



The final  section is once again a restatement  of the opening theme and from bar  45
onwards the melody is doubled on the octave and must be played con forza, but  stil l
with the left hand playing legatissimo and sotto voce. The reappearance of the
operatic sobs (bars 57-64) are effectively the coda, but  note this time the first set of
sobs (bars 57-60) must be played piano with pianissimo for the echo; this makes the
appearance of the octave-doubled sobs (bar  61) played forte even more intense and
heightens the pathos of this work. The final  bars of this work (65-67) must be played
as quietly and as delicately as possible, with only a trace of sustaining pedal  in the
last two bars.


